represents' and so constructs the sender he apparently represents. 3 The Henry VI plays dramatize this construction and replacement of sender by delegate in exaggerated form: 1 and 2 Henry VI show Suffolk replacing Henry as lover to the queen he wooed for his king on embassy in France; and 3 Henry VI gives central place to the diplomatic negotiations of archetypal 'kingmaker' Warwick, in an emphasis that connects his embassy with the creation and destruction of kings. In these plays, the paired terms Suffolk employs to describe diplomatic metonymy-shadow and substance-describe relations of strife and reversal. The Henry VI plays depict diplomatic representation drifting from metonymy to antithesis. Antithesis does important structural and ideational work for all three Henry VI plays. Such intense interest in the figure of juxtaposed oppositions is understandable in these plays that trace the encounters and reversals of the opposed factions of the Wars of the Roses. Shakespeare makes great use of juxtaposed opposition at a structural level in the plays, as Roger Warren has observed: he repeatedly sets one extreme against another and creates further oppositions through frequent reversals. 4 The aptness of antithesis to the plays' subject matter and structure is clear from George Puttenham's description of the figure in The Arte of English Poesie, published in 1589, just before the plays were written. Puttenham's marginal header anglicizes antithesis as 'the renconter', a word that primarily described a hostile engagement between two adversaries-a battle, fight, skirmish or conflict. 5 He also calls it the 'quarrelling figure', explaining that 'to answer the Greeke terme [antithesis], we may call [him] the encounter, but following the Latine name [contentio] by reason of his contentious nature, we may call him the Quarreller'. 6 Puttenham's distinction echoes Quintilian's dual naming of the figure as contrapositum and contentio: this figure of static balance, familiar from the witty oppositions of euphuistic writing in the late sixteenth century, is also a figure of dynamic conflict and struggle. 7 In this contentious character, the figure creeps allusively into the original titles of the plays, which call the Wars of the Roses a Contention. 8 The centrality of antithesis to the plays has gone unnoticed, despite the importance of other figures to other Shakespearean works and the recent turn to rhetoric in early modern studies. 9 Yet as this essay will argue, the figure infects diplomatic metonymy in the plays in ways that comment on the nature of early modern diplomacy. The Henry VI plays' international concerns have received little critical attention, the national and popular having historically dominated scholarly interest in their politics. 10 John Watkins' essay on diplomacy in 1 Henry VI is an exception: it resituates part one within the international conflicts of the Hundred Years' War and links the play's misogyny with the gradual historical rejection of dynastic diplomacy in which women played primary diplomatic roles. 11 These plays have more to contribute to current critical reassessments of early modern literature and diplomacy. 12 Drawing on Bourdieu, Timothy Hampton argues that early modern ambassadors and sovereigns were mutually constitutive, since the diplomat is given authority by the ruler and the ruler is given form, voice and practical political authority abroad by the diplomat. 13 This mutually constitutive relationship explains the words and actions of Warwick in 3 Henry VI-as this article will show-but his words and actions are equally governed by the operation of metonymy and antithesis. Rhetoric was central to early modern diplomatic practice and has attracted renewed attention within the new diplomatic history of the premodern period.
14 As I will argue here, 3 Henry VI connects the constitutive character of the ambassador, identified by Hampton, with the rhetorical aspects of early modern diplomacy, currently of interest to historians. The play presents a fundamentally rhetorical vision of the dynamics of diplomatic representation: ambassador and kingmaker Warwick embodies and enacts metonym-turned-antithesis. 3 Henry VI accordingly alerts historians to the extent of early modern cultural engagement with diplomatic rhetoric, and critics to the literary opportunitiesboth verbal and formal-diplomatic rhetoric presented to writers.
The first section of this article provides context for the antithetical diplomacy of the Henry VI plays: I argue that antithesis shapes the political landscape of the 9 E.g. Frank Kermode plays; that the figure provides a plausible rhetorical frame for English perspectives on foreign and diplomatic relations in the early 1590s; and that early modern diplomacy provided fertile ground for such rhetorical thinking. The second section of the essay suggests that the plays' portrayal of ambassador and king as shadow and substance exposes the theatrical and philosophical significance of diplomatic relations within the plays-and the inseparability of that meaning from the paired terms' rhetorical form as an alliterative antithesis that describes metonymic representation. I move from the artistic and Platonic resonances of shadow and substance to the use of the terms within the characteristically antithetical rhetoric of Euphuism, a late Elizabethan writing style of acknowledged influence on the Henry VI plays. The third section of the article brings these diplomatic, philosophical, rhetorical and stylistic contexts to bear on the analysis of Warwick's embassy to France in 3 Henry VI. There I argue that Warwick's representation of Edward IV is structured around a series of oppositions and substitutions that comment on the inherent drift of diplomatic metonymy towards antithesis and diplomatic rhetoric towards insincerity.
I
Antithesis is aptly most marked in the play the title of which boasts it concludes the whole contention: 3 Henry VI. Set amid the violent exchanges and dynamic reversals of the battle of Mortimer's Cross, Act 2 Scene 5 especially emphasizes the antithetical nature of the Henry VI plays' civil wars through rhetorical and structural antitheses. The scene begins with King Henry delivering a long monologue on the wars laden with rhetorical devices that render it a pointed exercise in rhetoric. Antithesis is particularly important to the king's opening account of the battle that surrounds him:
This battle fares like to the morning's war, When dying clouds contend with growing light, What time the shepherd, blowing of his nails, Can neither call it perfect day nor night. Now sways it this way like a mighty sea Forced by the tide to combat with the wind, Now sways it that way like the selfsame sea Forced to retire by fury of the wind. Sometime the flood prevails, and then the wind; Now one the better, then another bestBoth tugging to be victors, breast to breast, Yet neither conqueror nor conquerèd. So is the equal poise of this fell war.
(2.5. Meanwhile the king uses the figure in asides that link these immediate events outwards to the wider civil conflict, such as his apposite metaphor for the blood lying on the dead son's pallid cheeks: 'The red rose and the white are on his face' (2.5.97). The entire scene repeatedly attaches antithesis to the Henry VI plays' action and subject as it reflects on the figure's aptness for the depiction of a kingdom pitted against itself in civil war. These divisive antitheses affect the working of diplomatic metonymy in the Henry VI plays. The plays' historical context helps explain this spread of antithetical relations from their domestic to their international politics. When they were written in the early 1590s, England's immediate experience of such civil conflict was not her own historical Wars of the Roses but France's contemporary Wars of Religion, raging more violently and bloodily than ever in the wake of Henri III's death. Those were the years Elizabeth I made the most active interventions of her reign in continental affairs, in support of the Protestant heir to France, Henri IV, fighting his Spanish-backed Catholic countrymen for his throne. English support for a French king was itself an unexpected reversal of traditional enmities and alliances, the outcome of England's parlous negotiation of its vulnerable position between the two rival superpowers of Europe, France and Spain.
15 'The state of the world is marveleossly changed,' wrote Lord Burghley in 1589, 'when we trew englishmen have cause for our own quietnes, to wish good succes to a french Kyng'. 16 England's international concerns must have made the oppositions and reversals of her own recent civil wars-and her relations with France during those years of turmoil-seem an apt subject in the early 1590s. They lay the groundwork for the plays' contamination of their international relations with the antitheses that haunt their domestic politics. The fictional nature of diplomatic metonymy was especially evident under Elizabeth I, both because of the gender differences between her person and her ambassadors' persons and because the queen allowed her ambassadors relative freedom of expression and action. 17 The claim that Elizabethan ambassadors were 'metonymic representations of their prince' is misleading, argues Jason Powell, since they often worked for their own or factional ends. 18 Diplomatic manuals of the period certainly discuss sovereigns who misinform their ambassadors and ambassadors who contravene their orders. 19 Such deceptions merely extend the necessary constitutive role every diplomat played in realizing and giving form and voice to sovereign power abroad. International recognition has always played a part in the authorization of sovereign entities, and early modern diplomatic relations were no exception: on the death of Henri III in 1589, just before the Henry VI plays were written, French Protestant and Catholic factions both sent embassies to Rome because diplomatic recognition would strengthen their claims to the throne. 20 Defining ambassadors as those sent by sovereigns in his 1585 treatise De legationibus libri tres, Gentili then defines sovereign senders as those whose diplomats are everywhere accepted. 21 Discussing the powers implied in free instructions elsewhere, Gentili cites an ambassador sent by the Duke of Brittany to Louis XI who received a blank sheet of paper for instruction, on which he was himself to write down what he wanted done by his Duke in negotiations with the king. 22 Metonymy does not do justice to these mutually constitutive relations. The Henry VI plays propose antithesis as a more appropriate figure to describe the competing authority of diplomat and prince. Antithesis captures certain dirty realities of early modern diplomatic practice evident in the plays and inadequately described by metonymy. In the decade preceding the Henry VI plays, the so-called Mendoza affair became a notorious English public focal point for such underhand diplomatic dealings. Discovered plotting to assassinate Elizabeth, the Spanish ambassador Don Bernadino de Mendoza was expelled from the country in 1584. The Privy Council had taken advice on Mendoza's ambassadorial privileges from Jean Hotman and Alberico Gentili-both lawyers, and later writers on diplomacy-and Elizabeth sent an envoy to Spain to explain her actions, but Philip II refused to see her messenger. 23 English public debate over the rights of such perfidious ambassadors inspired legal treatises on diplomacy that asked how treasonous, criminal and espionage activities related to accredited diplomatic status. 24 Hotman surmised that Philip's refusal to see the envoy was an attempt to resolve the tension between these real practices and the fictions of transparent and peaceful representation, by avoiding officially acknowledging Mendoza's actions without disowning his ambassador. 25 In her equally disingenuous publicity on the affair, Elizabeth claimed that she was motivated by Mendoza's refusal to present royal letters accrediting 'that it was the Kings will that he should deale with vs in his Masters name in sundrie thinges [. . .] which wee did iudge to be contrary to the Kinge his Masters will', recasting her exposure of Philip's allegedly rogue ambassador as an act of international goodwill. 26 Like the diplomatic deceptions and betrayals of the Henry VI plays, the real and attributed diplomatic double-dealings of the Mendoza affair are better described by antithesis than metonymy: the antithesis of nation against nation, show against reality, accredited representation against discreditable and discredited diplomatic actions, ambassadorial against sovereign authority.
Such applications of rhetorical figures to a world beyond language as these were widespread in early modern thinking: rhetorical figures 'permeate Renaissance literature and culture as dynamic and evolving nuclei of thought and expression'.
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Diplomacy offered fertile ground for this kind of expansive rhetorical thinking since humanist rhetorical interests fuelled Renaissance developments in the diplomatic profession and rhetorical speechmaking and persuasion were essential to diplomatic work. 28 29 Although Elizabethan diplomatic manuals recommend less ornamented rhetorical styles for diplomats-perhaps in reaction to flowery diplomatic speechifying since Hotman adds that he has 'seene many falter through affectation'-they emphasize that these plainer styles still fall firmly within the classical rhetorical tradition.
30 Diplomatic orations were printed both for political publicity and as exemplary instances of deliberative oratory, whilst recent historical scholarship has demonstrated the careful rhetorical fashioning of early modern diplomatic relations in such speeches, as well as letters, reports and other surviving sources. . 33 The queen came to their aid as requested, although Holinshed suggests that she was unswayed by such superficial flourishes when he reports that she considered the 'summe' or substance of their oration. Whether ambassadors were seen as effectively persuasive or as Hotman feared falteringly affected-a dichotomy that plagued the wider reception of rhetoric in the Renaissance-they were strongly associated with oratory.
The importance of persuasive delivery (pronunciatio)-or embodied and performed speech-linked this diplomatic oratory to drama. 34 In his 1608 Apology for Actors, Thomas Heywood recalls the ancient practice of employing actors to deliver diplomatic speeches when he observes that the eloquent Greeks 'trained vp their youthfull Nobility to bee Actors, so to embolden them in the deliuery of any forraine Embassy'. 35 Widespread early modern comparisons of ambassadors to actors and the involvement of London players and playwrights in diplomacy through court performances, courtly service and espionage work can only have underlined these parallels. 36 The Henry VI plays draw on an extensive identification of ambassadorial actors with embodied rhetoric when they place diplomacy within the operation of figures of speech-when they render their ambassadors the embodiments of metonymy-turned-antithesis. The role of shadow and substance in that process is the subject of the next section.
II
2 Henry VI opens with Suffolk giving his 'title' to Queen Margaret, whom he has married in France by diplomatic proxy, to her new husband, Henry VI-or as he puts it, 'To your most gracious hands, that are the substance / Of that great shadow I did represent' (1.1.12-14). A line division reinforces Suffolk's implicitly antithetical grouping of king, bodily hands and substance in opposition to their metonyms ambassador, representation and shadow. Yet Suffolk's precise words make shadow the object of his representation (he represented a shadow) and since the king was also the object of his representation (he represented the king), his ambiguous syntax creates a lurking affinity between king and shadow that intrudes on the opposition and threatens to collapse it into identity. The ambassador soon shows that this is more than just a verbal quibble, for he realizes that threat: instead of delivering up his title in the queen, Suffolk replaces the king as her lover, collapsing the distinction between ambassador and king. Shadow and substance are an antithesis that describes metonymic representation and they are attached to diplomat and king in the Henry VI plays. Like the plays' other contentious antitheses, they tend towards conflict and reversal.
3 Henry VI also uses shadow and substance to express political representations, antitheses and usurpations, as 'true king' and usurping 'shadow' 'like a king' exchange places (1.4.66-97, 4.4.22-3). When Warwick slips from diplomatic representation to rebellion, he reveals himself as another of the plays' substantial shadows. Upon his appointment as joint protector to Henry VI, having deposed Edward IV, he promises that he and Clarence will 'yoke together, like a double shadow / To Henry's body, and supply his place-/ I mean in bearing weight of government-' (4.7.49-51). Warwick's immediate qualification of 'supply his place' with a hasty 'I mean' only underlines its subversive potential, while his mixed metaphor grants his representation substantial presence, in its unshadowlike ability to bear weight and replace the body that cast it, just as on his earlier embassy he supplied-both supplemented and took-Edward's place. The subversive relations between shadow and substance impart particular theatrical and philosophical meaning to ambassadors in the Henry VI plays, and these antithetical terms also reveal the link between that meaning and the operation of figures of speech, through common origins in the late sixteenth-century euphuistic rhetoric that influenced the plays.
The Henry VI plays' ambassadors are doubly laden with metatheatrical significance: first through early modern comparisons of ambassadors to actors, and then through the in-play comparison of ambassador to shadow, punning on shadow as a term for actor. 37 These comparisons imply equivalences between the ambassadorial representation and usurpation of kings within the plays and the plays' historical drama, which both represents and (usurper-like) rewrites the history of kings. They make a similar point to the punning exploration of shadow and substance between Talbot and Auvergne in 1 Henry VI. When Talbot claims that he is 'but shadow' and his 'substance is not here' he momentarily appears to be admitting he is an actor-before he offers another explanation-and Auvergne implicitly comments on the unstable hierarchy between dramatic shadows and their substantial originals when she responds, 'He will be here, and yet he is not here. / How can these contrarieties agree?' (2.3.50-9). Drawing out the metatheatrical implications, Brian Walsh finds in Auvergne's contrarieties 'a figure for the ambivalent relation of the present and the past' in the plays as theatrical performance seeks both to embody and replace its elusive historical subject. 38 In this context, Suffolk's ambassadorial courtship of Margaret towards the end of 1 Henry VI becomes more than a mere romantic interlude or incomplete gesture forward historically to the action of the earlier-written 2 Henry VI. René of Anjou embraces Suffolk 'as I would embrace / The Christian prince King Henry, were he here': the ambassador's bodily realization of his king reduces that king to a counterfactual conditional, at once there and not there (5.5.127-8). Suffolk's diplomatic embodiment and replacement of his sovereign is the enactment of Talbot and Auvergne's punning discussion in memory and anticipation of the opening lines of 2 Henry VI comparing ambassador to shadow and king to substance. Like historical drama, these ambassadors at once recreate and replace kings.
The chaotic, lawless world of the Henry VI plays expresses the political and philosophical corollary of this metatheatrical punning: this is a sceptical place in which it is unclear whether earthly shadows truly represent philosophical or divine substance. The distinction between a world of shadowy copies and a substantial realm of immaterial truth originated in the language and images of Plato's allegory of the cave and is widespread in early modern Platonic writings, in which it also draws on a Christian distinction between a sun-like divine substance and the obscured mortal world, so that shadow came to indicate both the imaging and obscuring of divine truths. 39 Wider political uses of the terms to distinguish between royal substance and its shadowy representation (in domestic and diplomatic offices) intersected with these philosophical applications: they drew on pro-monarchical imagery associating the king or queen with the sovereign Platonic form of the good and beautiful. 40 Shakespeare must have been aware of the Platonic connotations of shadow and substance since he plays on them in the sonnet that opens 'What is your substance, whereof are you made, / That millions of strange shadows on you tend?' (53.1-2): a sonneteering commonplace that identifies the addressee with the form of the good and beautiful here introduces a surprisingly complex investigation of Platonic metaphysics. 41 Significantly, though, the opening question remains unanswered, gesturing (like the Henry VI plays) at the epistemological problems with a metaphysical model in which earthly shadows relate only obscurely to philosophical substance.
Many of these issues were also explored in euphuistic writing of the 1580s and early 1590s, which had an acknowledged influence on the Henry VI plays. 42 As an alliterative antithesis that expresses a mimetic and metonymic relationship of resemblance and contiguity, 'shadow and substance' combines defining euphuistic stylistic characteristics with an exploration of truth and representation, in writing and in the world. The terms became an important rhetorical frame for such ideas within euphuistic fiction. 43 An episode from John Lyly's second Euphues fiction, Euphues and his England, stresses the relevance of the euphuistic rhetoric and associations of shadow and substance for diplomatic representation and rhetoric in the Henry VI plays. In the course of his adventures, Euphues attends afterdinner discourses that recall the Platonic discourses on love in book 4 of Castiglione's Il cortegiano. One guest, Camilla, responds to another guest's Neoplatonic account of love with scepticism about the reliability of its implied semiotics. In a series of euphuistic antitheses Camilla challenges the metonymic relationships it assumes (beauty represents virtue; words, works; shadow, substance) and in the process she metaphorically invokes the ambassador as a sign associated with verbal representations: 'the tongue [is] the Ambassadour of the heart'. Her entire speech comprises a series of interlocking observations on how outward appearances express or conceal inner qualities or meaning. She proposes a lover's trial that asks that words always be true representations, for which the correspondence she requires between a lover's 'wordes' and 'workes', 'sware' and 'performe', 'othe' and 'deede', and 'shadowe' and 'substance' all serve as proxies, but her need for proof through trial shows her scepticism about such stable semiotics. She fears that the lover's flatteries are far from divine truth (that every 'gloase' is not a 'gospell'), casting doubt on Pietro Bembo's Neoplatonic account, in Il cortegiano, of a love that leads inevitably from corporeal 'feeble shadow' (al corpo una debil umbra) to the soul's immaterial and divine 'substance' (sustanzia).
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In other words, Camilla sceptically suspects a world like that of the Henry VI plays, a world of obscured truths.
Camilla's metaphor for the verbal representation of love-'the tongue the Ambassador of the heart'-picks up on Bembo's assertion that 'wordes [. . .] be the enterpreters of the soule' (parole che sono interpreti dell'anima) and on the sovereignty of Platonic love, stressing the involvement of embassy with the mimetic, metaphysical and semiotic concerns her discourse raises. 45 Underscoring the continuities between such wider metaphorical and cultural understandings of diplomacy and the diplomatic sphere, Camilla's variation on Bembo reflects the general identification of ambassadors with personified and embodied speech in diplomatic manuals and inadvertently anticipates Gentili's particular quotation of Lucretius's phrase 'animi interpres [. . .] lingua' (the tongue the interpreter of the soul) as evidence that ambassadors can be called interpreters in De legationibus.
46 Embassy reappears elsewhere in Euphues and his England, in another Platonically-inflected quarrel about love, invoking an inversion that is familiar from the Henry VI plays: 'In deede Euphues', Philautus argues, 'if the King would resigne his right to his Legate, then were it not amisse for the heart to yeelde to the eyes'. 47 Lyly figuratively involves embassy with an exploration of sovereign truths (substance and soul) and their metonymic representation (shadow and expression and appearance) that is rhetorically structured by his characteristic parallelism and antithesis; as Robert Heilman observes, 'the habit of mind which appears in euphuistic style appears also in the structure of relationships and events' in euphuistic fiction. 48 The Henry VI plays inherit these interlocking political, philosophical and rhetorical relations from euphuism, but in the process, the plays transform the poised and witty euphuistic 'encounter' into violent and unstable 'renconter': sanctimonious King Henry's ornate parody of euphuistic moralizing at Mortimer's Cross is rudely interrupted by the headlong retreat of his faction and Exeter's shouted instruction 'Nay-stay not to expostulate' (3 Henry VI, 2.5.135). In these plays, antithetical shadow and substance tend towards contention and reversal. Frank Kermode suggests that the rhetorical doublings that pervade Shakespeare's writing have ontological force, mirroring a world that is built on the principle of opposition, and adds that 'of that opposition, substance-andshadow is a primeval figure' . 49 Kermode draws on George T. Wright's analysis of the doubleness of hendiadys in Hamlet as a mirror to the play's thematic doublings, sense of disjunction, and anxieties about the falsity of language, appearances and agents. 50 Hampton argues that diplomacy and spying double theatricality in Hamlet as a parallel form of agency in which the success of the actors depends on their ability to seize control of the representation. 51 For Wright, the disharmonious conjunctions and elusive meanings of hendiadys echo the problem that play full of agents poses, of how to choose and manipulate proxies who never accomplish what they set out to accomplish, and just end up exposing the insubstantiality of images and the oppositions embedded in all relationships, political, metaphysical and even artistic. 52 The discordant hendiadys of shadow and substance and diplomatic agent and sender in Hamlet extends the reversal-ridden antitheses of the same terms in the Henry VI plays in a rhetorical move that makes the plays' subversive ambassadors central to their political and epistemological uncertainties. Suffolk gets the first and last words of the Henry VI plays, taken in the order they were written, and uses them to establish his influence over King Henry, whilst the lieutenant who captures and executes the exiled Suffolk at the end of part two blames him for all the civil strife of Henry's reign (2 Henry VI, 4.1.103). Meanwhile, as Warren notes, it is 'in the characterization and behavior of Warwick that Shakespeare finds the technique of ironic reversal especially useful'. 53 Warwick is interwoven with the euphuistic rhetoric and ideas of 3 Henry VI and-as the next section discusses-his embassy to France is the turning point for the play's antitheses.
III
Unstable antitheses crowd around ambassador and kingmaker Warwick: he and his failed embassy embody subversive metonymy and antithetical reversal. Samuel Shaw articulates the wider absorption of rhetoric into early modern thinking when he observes, in 1678, that 'there is a certain Vein of Rhetorick running through Humane Nature' that infects feeling and modifies action since 'men live Tropes and Figures as well as speak them. ' 54 Warwick certainly lives by antithesis and his diplomatic representation and replacement of his king enacts the dangers of metonymy as Shaw describes them:
It is by a real Metonimy that men of devout and refin'd minds discern the Creator, where others see nothing but the Creature; that Idolatrous, and covetous, and proud men, put the Creature in room of the Creator; that all Hypocrites present us with the sign instead of the thing signifi'd; that all Lawyers seek themselves instead of their Client; and indeed in all illorder'd Common-wealths, that true Subjects are respected as Adjuncts, and meer Adjuncts are embrac'd as the best Subjects.
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Ambassadorial representation in the Henry VI plays frequently leads to confusions between the sign and the thing signified: when Reignier gives Suffolk Margaret's hand 'for sign' of her betrothal to King Henry in 1 Henry VI, for example, the ambassador takes not just sign but import too, and by the end of the scene Margaret is kissing Suffolk not for the king but 'for thyself' (5.5.118, 141). This-as Shaw underscores-is an inherent danger of metonymic substitution. Shaw's description of metonymy is strikingly structured by syncrisis and antithesis because the opposition between metonymic sign and its signified is antithetical. Warwick becomes the representative 'shadow' that can 'supply'-both supplement and take-any king's place through the combined operation of metonymy and antithesis.
That subversive metonymy highlights both the necessity and the dangers of the mutually constitutive relationship between ambassadors and sovereigns. Warwick's embassy is designed to consolidate Edward IV's newly acquired sovereignty by establishing his claim to the English throne on the international stage through both recognition and dynastic alliance (2.6.85-95). When the French King Lewis questions him about the lawfulness of that claim, Warwick merely answers 'Thereon I pawn my credit and mine honour' (3.3.116). His pledge performatively connects his legitimacy with Edward's but also acts as an acknowledgement that his credit as an ambassador is already bound up with the legitimacy of the king he represents, since his diplomatic act and reception both presume and so perform Edward's sovereignty. Pawning (however) risks forfeiture. The language of shadow and substance is not alone in linking these mutually constitutive diplomatic representations with metaphysical questions about truth in the Henry VI plays. Suffolk and Warwick both perform mocking travesties of the honourable sovereign love associated with Platonic ideals while seeking dynastic marriages on their embassies, and Warwick's embassy explicitly uses that diplomatic courtship to parody Platonic love and the Platonic association of sovereignty, truth, beauty and virtue that Camilla justly doubts in Euphues and his England. When Warwick proposes the match and the French king asks that he set 'all dissembling' aside and tell him 'for truth the measure' of his king's love for Bona, Lewis is not truly asking for an account of Edward's feelings for a stranger, but for an answer adhering to the conventions of formal courtship (3.3.119-20). Warwick accordingly replies in Platonic platitudes that Edward's love is Such it seems As may beseem a monarch like himself. Myself have often heard him say and swear That this his love was an eternal plant, Whereof the root was fixed in virtue's ground, The leaves and fruits maintained with beauty's sun (3.3.121-6) 56 Thomas Fuller, The History of the Worthies of England (London, 1662), Shrop-shire, 2. Fuller mentions several versions of the origin of this proverb--already apocryphal when he recorded them--but this is the only one applicable to Warwick's speech.
Warwick describes sovereign love-such 'eternal' love as 'may beseem a monarch'-in a series of courtly clichés that associate the Lady Bona with Platonic goodness and beauty, underlined by a pun on the meaning of her name in Latin (bona, 'good'). This caricature of love may supposedly be 'for truth' but, as Lewis's emphasis on dissembling and truth and Warwick's repeated 'seem' here warn us, it is too obviously illusory. Warwick constructs not only his sovereign king but also sovereign love for sovereign virtue and beauty.
The ambassador is heavily implicated in these precarious Platonic representations and their associated rhetorical relations. His equally clichéd speech to Lady Bona underlines his metonymic relationship with his king:
And, gracious madam, in our King's behalf I am commanded, with your leave and favour, Humbly to kiss your hand, and with my tongue To tell the passion of my sovereign's heart, Where fame, late ent'ring at his heedful ears, Hath placed thy beauty's image and thy virtue. Warwick's representative function is bound up in his presentation of a sovereign love for sovereign beauty and virtue. His double embassy of ambassador on 'King's behalf' and tongue for 'sovereign's heart' is reminiscent of Camilla and Gentili's descriptions-drawing on Castiglione and Lucretius-of the tongue as ambassador for the heart and soul. That embassy lacks truth. Queen Margaret, Henry's representative at the French court, accuses Warwick of 'thy sly conveyance and thy lord's false love': the ambassador may appear to act as a mere conveyor of Edward's words, but in fact his words are his own cunning device, or conveyance (3.3.160). The breakdown of Warwick's embassy exposes both the fragility of truth claims and the instability of political diplomacy. The lies embedded in his studied and formulaic rhetoric are hazardous to all, including his sovereign and himself.
Euphuistic patterning in Warwick's response to Edward's marriage reinforces the importance of antithesis in structuring these subversive metonymies and mutually constitutive-and so mutually destructive-relationships. He swears that Edward is The antithesis of honour and shame, or dishonour, repeats through his speech and is reinforced by the further alliteration and consonance of 'h' and 's' sounds. The heavy use of alternating first and third person pronouns provide a second antithetical relation, between Edward and Warwick, that intersects with the antithesis of honour and shame, for ambassador and king both share and exchange honour civil division. Like England, both unified and split by civil strife, Edward and Warwick are mutually dependent and opposed, through the action of metonymy and antithesis, so that Edward exposes himself when he exposes his other self, the ambassador who will 'uncrown' him (4.1.109).
IV
Antithesis lies behind the contentious order and patterned disorder of the Henry VI plays, from the rhetorical patterning of their speeches, through their structure and subject matter and politics, to their theatrical and philosophical forays into the nature of representation. That is particularly true of 3 Henry VI, and Warwick's failed embassy is the pivotal point around which the play's oppositions and reversals turn. His rhetorically framed diplomatic relations are connected with Platonic thought through the Henry VI plays' alignment of ambassador and king with shadow and substance, the association of Platonic truths with sovereignty, and the mock-Platonic love evoked by Warwick on his embassy. Those connections allow the plays to employ a series of paired terms as a surrogate for political, metaphysical, semiotic and mimetic hierarchies-king/ambassador, substance/ shadow, truth/representation-and to critique the stability of such hierarchies through the operation of the rhetorical figures that frame them. The Henry VI plays end up with their contentious and sceptical theatrical world of insubstantial shadows through the fundamental instability of metonymic hierarchies and antithetical relationships. So Warwick may begin his embassy as metonym, but his substitution always teeters on the edge of replacement. His ambassadorial representation is antithetical to his king, mere shadow to royal substance, yet this is no stable hierarchical antithesis, but rather one of dynamic contention and exchange, and it is at the heart of the play's oppositions and reversals. These rhetorical relations place loyal metonymy and obedient antithesis on a continuum with metonymic subversion and antithetical rivalry and reversal, making sense of 3 Henry VI's emphasis on the connections between Warwick as ambassador, kingmaker and usurper.
Hotman implicitly acknowledges the diplomatic opportunities of metonymic misreading in The Ambassador when he recommends sending young and handsome men to negotiate marriages; Sir Francis Thynne, its corresponding dangers, in his 1579 treatise on diplomacy, when he cites an ambassador sent to court a bride who (like Suffolk) instead seduces the lady. 57 Seeking some definition of faithful ambassadorial representation in De legationibus, Gentili draws on Platonic writing, and he models his perfect ambassador on the four Christian Platonic cardinal virtues; Torquato Tasso's sixteenth-century dialogue Il messaggiero likewise couches its vision of embassy in Neoplatonic thought, although it then contrasts pure angelic messengers with the pandering ambassador forced, in this imperfect world, to act with iniquity.
58 These philosophical models suggest ideal embassy to be quasi-Platonic shadow to sovereign substance-and Hotman describes Tasso and Gentili as creating the 'perfect Idea of an Ambassador'-but such perfect representation is unobtainable, as these same theorists recognize. 59 The inevitable conclusion of diplomats whose representations authorize sovereigns is that diplomacy entails a division of sovereignty that refutes its absolute character. The Henry VI plays' irreverent, theatrical view of the metonymic and antithetical relations between ambassador and king might be an exaggerated fiction but it also comments on early modern diplomatic representation as both necessary and destructive for sovereignty: necessary for its realization in the world, but at the price of the singular supremacy that renders it sovereign. Antithesis, the figure 3 Henry VI uses to express and structure Warwick's embassy, highlights the limitations and dangers of diplomatic metonymy, as ambassador Warwick makes kings at the price of monarchical supremacy. 'Quod homini est loquela hoc sunt imperiis legationes' (embassies are to rulers what language is to man) writes Carlo Pascale in his 1598 treatise Legatus. 60 The Henry VI plays' exploration of the ambassador as the expression of language, as the embodiment of metonymy-turned-antithesis, reflects on the imperfections of both semiotic systems, both embassy and language, on the duplicities of both diplomatic representation and diplomatic rhetoric. 
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